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KWYD Issues & Programming October-December 2021

Iliad Media Group and KWYD are committed to serving our community. Attached are 
ways that we helped to serve our community in the 4th quarter of 2021. 

● Idaho Foodbank Food Distribution
● Connection Is the Cure
● Crime Stoppers of Southwest Idaho
● Info Trak
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Idaho Foodbank Distribution

More than 200,000 people in Idaho experience food insecurity every year, including 
more than 57,620 children. The Idaho Foodbank was established in 1984 and since that 
time has distributed millions of pounds of food every year. In fiscal year 2020, The 
Foodbank provided food for more than 18.6 million meals to Idahoans living with food 
insecurity.

Each month, the Idaho Foodbank hosts distribution events, where they offer free boxes 
of food to anyone who shows up and declares a need.

Iliad Media Group supports the Idaho Foodbank and their distribution events with on-air 
and online support, to let the community know how they can access free food, and to 
encourage donations to support their mission. 

Connection Is the Cure
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Issue
Suicide is the second leading cause of death among young people (10-34 years old) 
and suicide rates are rising. In fact, suicide rates have increased almost 60% in 10 
years (for ages 10-24). Since the beginning of the pandemic, suicide attempts among 
teens have increased significantly. Research has shown that promoting 
connectedness—between people and within communities—creates a sense of 
belonging, which can be protective against suicide.

Support
“Connection Is the Cure” was designed to bring the community together to support our 
family members, friends, and neighbors who are silently struggling. There were featured 
speakers and a musical performance from recording artist Alex Boye’. Many community 
resources were also on-site to Introduce and connect people with the mental health and 
suicide prevention resources that are available throughout the community.

Iliad Media Group supported the event by donated on-air advertising and social media 
support. 

                     

Crimestoppers of Southwest Idaho
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Issue
Gift Card scams have nearly affected over 40,000 consumers in the last year and are 
rapidly increasing. Research has shown that as technology and hatchers involve, the 
higher the chances of being scammed are. Gift cards are just one of many ways to be 
scammed, but lately has become the new (most-common) way hatchers are trying to 
take advantage of innocent people.  

Support
“Crimestoppers of Southwest Idaho” was designed to help assist local law enforcement 
in the Treasure Valley with multiple crimes or cyber threats. Along with providing 
daily/weekly articles on the latest crimes or tips to prevent people from being more 
harmed or aware of dangerous areas. 

Iliad Media Group supports this group and their effort by having social media support 
and adding these articles to our Listen Boise App. 


